THE Taming OF THE SHREWS
Welcome to The Old Globe and this production of The Taming of the Shrew. Our goal is to serve all of San Diego and beyond through the art of theatre. Below are the mission and values that drive our work. We thank you for being a crucial part of what we do.

**MISSION STATEMENT**

The mission of The Old Globe is to preserve, strengthen, and advance American theatre by: creating theatrical experiences of the highest professional standards; producing and presenting works of exceptional merit, designed to reach current and future audiences; ensuring diversity and balance in programming; providing an environment for the growth and education of theatre professionals, audiences, and the community at large.

**STATEMENT OF VALUES**

The Old Globe believes that theatre matters. Our commitment is to make it matter to more people.

The values that shape this commitment are:

**TRANSFORMATION**

Theatre cultivates imagination and empathy, enriching our humanity and connecting us to each other by bringing us entertaining experiences, new ideas, and a wide range of stories told from many perspectives.

**INCLUSION**

The communities of San Diego, in their diversity and their commonality, are welcome and reflected at the Globe. Access for all to our stages and programs expands when we engage audiences in many ways and in many places.

**EXCELLENCE**

Our dedication to creating exceptional work demands a high standard of achievement in everything we do, on and off the stage.

**STABILITY**

Our priority every day is to steward a vital, nurturing, and financially secure institution that will thrive for generations.

**IMPACT**

Our prominence nationally and locally brings with it a responsibility to listen, collaborate, and act with integrity in order to serve.

The Old Globe has embarked on a series of steps to intensify and accelerate necessary change at all levels of our institution. Learn more about this work, including our Social Justice Roadmap, at www.TheOldGlobe.org/Roadmap.

The Theodor and Audrey Geisel Fund provides leadership support for The Old Globe’s year-round activities.
In recognition of their unique contribution to the growth of The Old Globe and their special talent, we take great pride and pleasure in acknowledging as Associate Artists the following individuals who have repeatedly demonstrated, by their active presence on our stages and in our shops, that wherever else they may work, they remain the heart and soul of the Globe.

FROM BARRY

“He was not of an age, but for all time!”

Shakespeare’s contemporary Ben Jonson described his friend with this immortal line in the preface to the First Folio, the first complete works of Shakespeare, printed in 1623. It’s hard to think of a more influential statement about the English language’s greatest playwright. We regard Shakespeare’s timeliness as one of his most extraordinary characteristics: he seems to have understood human events centuries in advance, and his insights feel like they transcend history.

But in my decades of work on his plays, I’ve sometimes found it necessary to invert Jonson’s formula and suggest that Shakespeare was very much of his own age. Indeed, we can use Shakespeare’s plays as a way to measure just how much human society has changed since the 1590s when he first sat down to work.

In some ways, we’ve not changed at all: now as then, parents love their children. Now as then, the moon is beautiful in the night sky. Now as then, we feel a charge of new energy when the flowers bloom in spring. Shakespeare renders all of these in language that’s indelible and ineffable. And in some ways, we’ve changed massively over four centuries, and from our vantage point we can recognize in a handbook of Shakespeare’s plays a set of ideas that feel outdated and even retrograde. Othello, for example, encodes a frequently heightened view of race from which we’ve progressed. The Merchant of Venice has a vein of anti-Semitic bigotry running through it that we’re relieved to have (mostly, thankfully) left behind. And tonight’s play, The Taming of the Shrew, centers on a construction of gender that, at this moment in particular, can feel very problematic in a culture striving to address and dismantle systemic misogyny.

These plays, the ones that reveal a Shakespeare very much rooted in the attitudes and beliefs of early-modern Europe, are both the most exciting and also the most challenging to revive in the contemporary theatre. They require directors with great ideas, trenchant interpretations, and deep theatrical skill sets and tool kits.

Shana Cooper is such a director. An artist I’ve long admired, and one I’ve tried for years to bring to the Globe, Shana directed a thrilling and incisive Shrew in 2018 for the wonderful Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival just north of New York City. I had the great good fortune to see that production, and I found it the best staging of this play I’d ever seen. The instant the lights blacked out on a breathtaking final moment, I asked Shana to restage the production here, in an expanded version (it had only six actors in New York, and minimal scenery). I’m so pleased she accepted my invitation.

Shana finds in this play’s DNA the imprint of the Italian folktale tradition of commedia dell’arte, and she runs with it. Shakespeare is very consciously riffing on this tradition in the play, embracing and extending its reliance on physical comedy, remaking its many archetypal characters, and celebrating its obsession with stereotypes and their implications. The play is deep and fundamentally comic in conception, and Shana’s insight is that this essential comic substructure is the key to decoding the plot’s complex gender formulations and upending its familiar “battle of the sexes” energy. Shana also finds deep love in the play, and conveys of Kate and Petruchio, the iconic couple at the center of the story, as outsiders who discover a unique bond that allows them to transcend the conventions and escape the anxieties of the conventional and limiting society around them. Shana’s work on this production makes me understand the play in a new way, or, more precisely, this is a production whose director has shown me that a play I thought I knew is actually one I didn’t know at all. That’s what great Shakespeare directing is supposed to do.

Shana’s ace design team and fearless and endlessly inventive cast bodied forth her brilliant interpretation with verve and delight. Proudly among that cast is our current cohort of actors-in-training at The Old Globe and University of San Diego Shiley Graduate Theatre Program. They, and directors like Shana Cooper, are the future of Shakespeare in America, and it’s in their hands that Shakespeare will fulfill his Jonsonian destiny and be a writer “for all time.” I’m deeply grateful to them all.

Thanks for coming. Enjoy the show.

Any feedback on tonight’s show or any of the Globe’s work?
Email Barry at HillBarry@TheOldGlobe.org and he’ll get back to you!
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Why produce *The Taming of the Shrew*? In any time, but particularly in this time, as our society is doing the critical work of trying to reframe and redefine ourselves after a global pandemic? It is a play that has always ignited passionate feelings in audiences and artists, in part because of a debate about the author’s point of view. Is it a misogynistic play or a play about misogyny? Here’s what we know…

The world of *Taming of the Shrew* is one where men control the narrative: of how success is defined, of what makes a desirable woman and—equally important—what does not. It’s a world in which women are judged and punished for not adhering to the rules of the game as dictated by a patriarchal society, where love is a commodity, women are sold to the highest bidder, and wealth and power define what it is to be a man. And it’s a world in which anger in women is unacceptable and blamed wholly on the woman expressing it, never on the society and actions engendering it.

And in the world of *Taming*, it is a revolutionary act to forge a path for partnership outside the traditional system. It feels meaningful to me that the most successful marriage we witness in this story is that of two people who decide to create a new way of life and love. And those who have succeeded in the problematic mainstream approach end up miserable or alone. This has to tell us something about Shakespeare’s point of view. Would a writer who is celebrating the patriarchy make the members of that club the ultimate losers of the game? I wish we lived in a world where *Taming* felt dated and reflected a sexist and gendered time that we no longer inhabit. But it just doesn’t. The stakes of this play feel more raw and personal than ever before. From the 2016 election to the #MeToo movement to the radical inequities of how the pandemic has impacted people based on race, class, and gender, it has been revealed just how much the world of Padua is our own.

In Kate and Petruchio, Shakespeare gifts us two radical souls who possess the courage to fight for a new kind of love that flies in the face of (and plants the seeds to transform) the status quo. Our playwright is refreshingly honest about the challenges: most significantly, how do you begin to change the world when you are also a product of that world’s failings?

Despite the limitations of their society, Kate and Petruchio create a unique game of life they can play together. In this, I hear Shakespeare proposing that if the system is broken, our job is to do the radical thing of creating a new one. That process may be messy. And we will likely fail many times along the way. But if we keep at it, we may just find something miraculous on the other side. —Shana Cooper, Director

In the critical history of Shakespeare’s plays, *The Taming of the Shrew* has inspired perhaps the most contentious and contradictory reactions. To this day, it offers a battleground of ideas to scholars, directors, and audiences. Here is a sampling of critical response to the play over the past 150 years.

“The last scene is altogether disgusting to modern sensibility. No man with any decency of feeling can sit it out in the company of a woman without feeling extremely ashamed.” —George Bernard Shaw, 1897

“It is not until [Petruchio] positively declares that the sun is the moon that the joke breaks upon [Katherine] in its full fantasy, and it is then that she wins her first and final victory by showing she has a sense of fun as extravagant as his own, and is able to go beyond him ... She has secured what her sister Bianca can never have, a happy marriage.” —Nevill Coghill, 1950

“The open end of *The Taming of the Shrew* is Katharina’s mind, undisclosed in soliloquy. And so it is appropriate that the play should end on a faint, but ominous, question mark.” —Ralph Berry, 1972

“Bianca’s rebellion is perhaps the most optimistic sign the play affords us. Even the Good Child, in her new role as wife, calls [the] exhibition of obedience ‘a foolish duty,’ and refuses to submit. But Kate herself is a living sacrifice to the pedagogy of patriarchal rule that holds her culture in thrall.” —Anne Barton, 1974

“The history of criticism of *The Taming of the Shrew* is dominated by feelings of unease and embarrassment, accompanied by the desire to prove that Shakespeare cannot have meant what he seems to be saying; and that therefore he cannot really be saying it … For Shakespeare’s plays show a steady, profound, and moving allegiance to the image of women’s integrity and intelligence, and an insistence on their oppression under patriarchy which runs counter to the conventions of the period.” —Stevie Davies, 1995

“I think there are three toxic plays that resist rehabilitation and appropriation that are written by Shakespeare. And they are *Merchant of Venice*, *Othello*, and *Taming of the Shrew*. And for each of them, there is a desire to recuperate them and make them progressive texts. But ultimately, those three end up kind of circling us back to a really regressive and uncomfortable standpoint.” —Ayanna Thompson, 2019

“Why do we produce *The Taming of the Shrew*? In any time, but particularly in this time, as our society is doing the critical work…"
Director Shana Cooper originally staged *The Taming of the Shrew* at the Hudson Valley Shakespeare Festival in 2018 with only six actors and minimal scenery. Here at The Old Globe, she revisits and reimagines that production on a larger scale, a rare opportunity for any director. The Globe production features a cast of 20; a bigger, broader palette of scenic elements; and the chance to explore the physical world of these characters in a whole new way.

Before that expanded design was brought to life by the Globe’s talented artisans, it began as ideas in the minds of the designers. This page features a look into the design process: the lively costume renderings of Ásta Bennie Hostetter, and the set model for Wilson Chin’s striking and playful scenic design.
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(Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director) is a stage director, producer, author, and educator. His Globe directing credits include The Winter’s Tale, Othello, The Twenty-Seventh Man, the world premiere of Rain, Picasso at the Lapin Agile, Hamlet, the world premiere of The Wanderers, the American premiere of Life After, Romeo and Juliet, and, during the pandemic, Hamlet: On the Radio. He also directed All’s Well That Ends Well as the inaugural production of the Globe for all community tour, and he oversees the Globe’s Classical Directing Fellowship program. In addition to his recent Globe credits, he directed The Tempest with the Los Angeles Philharmonic at Walt Disney Concert Hall in 2018, and he will next direct The Wanderers Off Broadway with Roundabout Theatre Company in 2023. As Director of the Shakespeare Initiative at The Public Theater (2008–2012), Edelstein oversaw all of the company’s Shakespearean productions as well as its educational, community outreach, and artist-training programs. At The Public, he staged the world premiere of The Twenty-Seventh Man, Julius Caesar, The Merchant of Venice, Timon of Athens, and Steve Martin’s WASP and Other Plays. He was also Associate Producer of The Public’s Broadway production of The Merchant of Venice starring Al Pacino. From 1998 to 2008 he was Artistic Director of Classic Stage Company. His book Thinking Shakespeare is the standard text on American Shakespearean acting. He is also the author of Bardisms: Shakespeare for All Occasions. He is a graduate of Tufts University and the University of Oxford, where he studied as a Rhodes Scholar.
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(Audrey S. Geisel Managing Director) joined The Old Globe as Managing Director in 2017. In his time in San Diego, he has enjoyed becoming involved in the community. He currently serves as a board member of the San Diego Regional Chamber of Commerce’s LEAD program; an advisory board member of the San Diego Downtown Partnership; and Vice President of the Balboa Park Cultural Partnership. He brings to San Diego many decades of not-for-profit theatre experience. He was Managing Director of Princeton, New Jersey’s McCarthey Theatre Center (2009–2017); Milwaukee Repertory Theatre (1998–2009); and Geva Theatre Center in Rochester, New York (1992–1998). He has also held administrative positions at Children’s Theatre Company in Minneapolis, Denver Center Theatre Company, and McCarter Theatre Center in an earlier period of his career. He served as President of the League of Resident Theatres and as Vice President of the board at Theatre Communications Group. He has been the Chair of the ArtPride NJ board; a member of Milwaukee’s Latino Arts Board; and a board member of the Cultural Alliance of Greater Milwaukee. He holds a B.F.A. in Drama Production from Carnegie-Mellon University in his hometown of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
Barry Edelstein discusses next year’s production of *Henry 6*, what makes it so special to the Globe, and the incredible community involvement it will feature.

Interview by Katherine Harroff

First, what made you decide to include the San Diego community in this project?

I’ve loved these plays for a long time and have always wanted to direct them. And when I got to the Globe 10 years ago, I discovered that they were the only plays by Shakespeare that this theatre had never done! So I thought, “Gotta do them!” They are wild, fun, dramatic, eventful plays that tell the story of a decades-long civil war in England centuries ago. But they feel very contemporary, because they deeply explore how history and huge national events play out in the lives of ordinary citizens. This made it seem right to include our community partners in the work, to help us dig more deeply into these themes and find ways to help them resonate for San Diego.

How do you plan to include San Diegans in this process next year?

We’re having a great time figuring that out. Certainly some San Diegans might participate directly on-stage in the show, either live in person or via filmed sequences that are incorporated into the show. Others might be backstage crew. And still others might take part in conceiving and executing the stage design or costume design for the show. We’re really trying to make the process of building the show an invitation to San Diego to explore theatre making and all that goes into it.

What are you looking forward to the most for this undertaking?

When the plays are produced, The Old Globe will join a very short list of American theatres that have produced the entire canon of Shakespeare. I’m so excited by that: this is a great Shakespeare theatre, but now it will find itself in some very rare air! I hope that San Diego takes pride in this achievement, and I’m looking forward to the feeling of satisfaction and exhilaration that comes when the shows are up and running.

What do you hope participating community members can take away from the experience?

We talk all the time about The Old Globe’s commitment to make theatre matter to more people, and that’s what I hope this does. I hope that the individuals who participate will find that theatre is a thing whose beauty and richness and complexity really enriches their lives. I hope people are surprised to find that these plays from centuries ago, produced in an artful and thoughtful way, can bring delight, growth, and possibility.

Is there anything else you’d like the community interested in participating to know about this experience?

We tend to think of Shakespeare as being this remote, elevated thing. *Henry 6* is all about how immediate and personal he is. There’s a great energy to these plays that I hope our community partners and everyone in San Diego find their own particular connection to. It’s what’s so special about Shakespeare; there’s a kind of electrical current running through his work that’s full of vitality, and brightness, and the truth that a life with art and theatre in it is exciting and fun and good.

Get involved with The Old Globe’s summer 2023 production of *Henry 6*!

First Series: Playing Henry! Play with the themes and characters of Henry 6 with this 10-week public workshop of fun exercises, warm-up games, and creative writing prompts. Come for one, come for all!

Chula Vista Public Library: Saturdays, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 noon, May 7 – July 9

San Diego Central Public Library: Some Tuesdays, 6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m., May 17 – August 30

Oceanside Public Library: Saturdays, 10:30 a.m. – 12:00 noon, June 4 – August 6

Lemon Grove Public Library: Mondays, 6:00 p.m. – 7:30 p.m., June 6 – August 15

All locations have limited capacity.

Second Series: Making Henry! Interested in technical theatre design? Learn from and participate with the nationally recognized designers of Henry 6. Designers and Globe professional artisans will develop with you some of the props and set design elements for the stage. More information at www.TheOldGlobe.org/SecondSeries.

To learn how to get involved with *Henry 6*, visit www.TheOldGlobe.org/H6EpicWorkshopSeries.

“The Old Globe is one of North America’s great Shakespeare companies, and in its 87 years it has produced almost every Shakespeare play, some many times,” said Erna Finci Vitierbi Artistic Director Barry Edelstein. “But three plays have remained undone: *Henry VI, Parts I, II, and III*. Over the past two years I’ve had the privilege to adapt these three plays into two, and to conceive a production of them that embraces their full sweep, from drama to comedy, from the personal to the political, and from the intimate to the epic. *Henry 6* will be a work of professional Shakespeare at the high level Globe audiences have come to expect, but it will also weave our nationally renowned arts engagement programming into our work in new ways, as community members participate in the making of the show throughout every part of the process. This will be a grand adventure for the Globe and me, and I’m thrilled to share it with San Diego.”

Erna Finci Vitierbi Artistic Director Barry Edelstein at the Shakespeare in Prisons Conference, 2018. Photo by Rich Shaeberl II.
SUMMER AT THE GLOBE

FREESTYLE LOVE SUPREME
Conceived by Anthony Veneziale
Created by Thomas Kail, Lin-Manuel Miranda, and Anthony Veneziale
Directed by Thomas Kail

Before Hamilton, before In the Heights, there was Freestyle Love Supreme. Now—direct from Broadway—the original hip-hop musical improv phenomenon is coming to San Diego!

June 21 – July 10

ON BECKETT
Conceived and performed by Bill Irwin

In this intimate 90-minute evening, Bill Irwin explores a performer’s relationship to Samuel Beckett, mining the physical and verbal skills acquired in his years as a master clown and Tony Award-winning actor.

July 14–17

DIAL M FOR MURDER
By Frederick Knott
Adapted by Jeffrey Hatcher
Directed by Stafford Arima

An edge-of-your-seat, world-premiere adaptation of the celebrated murder mystery that inspired Hitchcock’s masterpiece.

July 21 – August 21

A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S DREAM
By William Shakespeare
Directed by Patricia McGregor

Filled with magic, humor, music, and spectacle, Shakespeare’s most joyful and popular comedy unfolds in an enchanted forest where anything can, and does, happen!

July 31 – September 4

PLUS, COME FALL IN LOVE – THE DDLJ MUSICAL AND WHAT WE TALK ABOUT WHEN WE TALK ABOUT ANNE FRANK BEGIN IN SEPTEMBER!

Learn more at www.TheOldGlobe.org.

MORE HAPPENINGS WITH ARTS ENGAGEMENT!

Join The Old Globe’s Arts Engagement Department for a lineup chock-full of exciting events and learning opportunities. Visit www.TheOldGlobe.org/Arts-Engagement to learn more.

June 18: AXIS/coLAB: Juneteenth Celebration
Sixth annual celebration, in collaboration with the George L. Stevens Senior Center, showcasing performance pieces inspired by the holiday.

July 16: AXIS: Globe PRIDE
Our annual free AXIS event featuring performances and surprises!

August 27: Word Up!
Get creative with a real-time Mad Libs-inspired artistic collaboration with a San Diego artist and the audience.

PUBLIC WORKSHOP
FREESTYLE LOVE SUPREME ACADEMY

Monday, June 20, 5:30 – 7:00 p.m.
Lowell Davies Festival Theatre
Learn how to do improv and hip-hop freestyle with the multitalented artists from the Freestyle Love Supreme Academy for only $25!

SIGN UP NOW AT THEOLDGLOBE.ORG

FROM LEFT) Morgan Reilly, Kaila Mullady, Anthony Veneziale, and Jay Ellis in Freestyle Love Supreme.
Photo by Joan Marcus.

Dates and details subject to change.
The Old Globe simply won’t be the same without John Berol. A generous philanthropist and former member of our Board of Directors, John was a lover of theatre and a dedicated supporter of the Globe. Endlessly curious, eyes sparkling with delight, he could talk for hours about his passion for this artform, engaging in lively conversations about how shows are produced, choices directors make when staging classics, or interpretations of Shakespeare. With a big smile and an even bigger heart, he hosted events for the Globe at his home, supported theatre projects he cared about, and connected the Globe to his family and others who shared his love of theatre.

We will miss him, but his family is our family. We extend our condolences and love to his wife Diane, his stepdaughter Leah, and his son and grandsons.

“We are such stuff
As dreams are made on; and our little life
Is rounded with a sleep.”

—The Tempest
The Old Globe is deeply grateful to the many patrons who have made plans to leave a legacy to the theatre they cherish. These gifts ensure that The Old Globe will continue to flourish in the years ahead. Thank you.

**EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP**

Since the founding of The Old Globe in 1935, heroic leadership has made the theatre a cultural icon in San Diego and a leader in the American theatre. The following individuals and organizations, recognized for their tremendous cumulative giving, comprise a special group of friends who have played leading “behind-the-scenes” roles, helping to create productions on our three stages and our programs in the community.

---

**— $25 million and higher —**
- The Theodor and Audrey Geisel Fund
- Donald* and Darlene Shiley

**— $11 million and higher —**
- Conrad Prebys*
- City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture

**— $9 million and higher —**
- Karen and Donald Cohn

**— $8 million and higher —**
- Sheryl and Harvey White

**— $7 million and higher —**
- Kathryn Hattox*
- Viterbi Family and The Erna Finci Viterbi Artistic Director Fund

**— $4 million and higher —**
- The James Irvine Foundation
- Paula and Brian Powers
- The Shubert Foundation

**— $3 million and higher —**
- David C. Copley Foundation
- County of San Diego

**— $2 million and higher —**
- Mary Beth Aldersey
- Terry Atkinson and Kathy Taylor
- Bank of America

**— $1 million and higher —**
- Stephen and Mary Birch Foundation, Inc.
- California Cultural & Historical Endowment
- J. Dallas and Mary Clark*

**— $800,000 and higher —**
- Joseph Cohen and Martha Farish
- Peter Cooper and Erik Matzkwjok
- Valerie and Harry Cooper
- Elaine and Dave* Darwin
- Ann Davies
- Una Davis and Jack McGreery
- Silvia and Brian Devine
- Helen Edson*
- Pamela Farr and Beford Alexander

**Globe Guilders**
- Joan and Irwin Jacobs
- The Kresge Foundation
- The Lipinsky Family

**Theatre Forward advances the American theatre and its communities by providing funding and other resources to the country’s leading not-for-profit theatres. A full list of funders can be found at TheOldGlobe.org/Theatre-Forward.**

---

**PUBLIC SUPPORT**

The California Office of the Small Business Advocate

Financial support is provided by The City of San Diego.

---

**THEATRE FORWARD**

For information on how to leave a legacy gift to the theatre, please call Associate Director of Philanthropy, Legacy Giving, Bridget Cantu Wear at (619) 249-4144 or email bcantuwear@TheOldGlobe.org.

---

For information on how to leave a legacy gift to the theatre, please call Associate Director of Philanthropy, Legacy Giving, Bridget Cantu Wear at (619) 249-4144 or email bcantuwear@TheOldGlobe.org.

---

We regret any omissions or errors.
The Old Globe is deeply grateful to our Artistic Angels and Benefactors, whose vital support of the Annual Fund helps us make theatre matter to more people. For additional information on how to support the Globe at these extraordinary levels, please contact Llewellyn Crain at (619) 684-4141 or lcrain@TheOldGlobe.org.

**Artistic Angels** ($200,000 and higher annually)

- TERRY ATKINSON AND KATHY TAYLOR
- KAREN AND DONALD COHN
- PAULA AND BRIAN POWERS
- JEAN AND GARY SHEKHTER
- DARLENE MARCOS SHILEY

**Benefactors** ($100,000 to $199,999)

- KATHRYN HATTOX CHARITABLE TRUST
- THE ESTATE OF ANN STECK AND FAMILY
- THE ESTATE OF JEFFREY E. WHITE
- ANONYMOUS

**Ovation Circle** ($60,000 to $99,999)

- THE CONRAD PREBY FUND
- THE SHUBERT FOUNDATION INC.

**Producer Circle** ($30,000 to $59,999)

- THE THEODORE AND AUDREY GEISEL FUND
- THE ERNA FINCI VITERBI ARTISTIC DIRECTOR FUND

**Artist Circle** ($25,000 to $29,999)

- DIANE AND JOHN* BEROL
- ELAINE AND DAVE* DARWIN
- ANN DAVIES
- PAMELA FARR AND BUFORD ALEXANDER
- IN MEMORY OF ANNETTE AND DICK FORD

**Director Circle** ($10,000 to $24,999)

- HAL AND PAM FUSON
- JOAN AND IRWIN JACOBS FUND OF THE JEWISH COMMUNITY FOUNDATION
- THE ESTATE OF MICKEY STEIN
- KAREN AND STUART TANZ
- GILLIAN AND TONY THORNELEY

**Founder Circle** ($5,000 to $9,999)

- ANONYMOUS (2)
- ANONYMOUS (1)

**Champion** ($1,000 to $2,999)

- CHICAGO TITLE COMPANY
- CNOX
- HANDEL'S ICE CREAM
- LA JOLLA KIWANIS FOUNDATION

**Craig Noel Circle** ($3,000 to $4,999)

- CATERING SOLUTIONS
- NIWB IMAGING, LLC
- RANCH & COAST MAGAZINE
- TRAVELSTRIKED
- THE WESTGATE HOTEL

**Corporate Donors**

- Edward Jones
- Kuhn & Kovak CPAs, Inc.
- MG Properties Group
- Modern Times
- Nordson Corporation Foundation
- Procopio, Cory, Hargreaves & Savitch LLP
- RAHD Group
- Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation
- West CPM, Inc.
- CHICAGO TITLE COMPANY
- CNOX
- HANDEL'S ICE CREAM
- LA JOLLA KIWANIS FOUNDATION

Become a Corporate Partner of The Old Globe. Contact Kristina Keeler at (619) 684-4140 or kkeeler@TheOldGlobe.org.
In order to make theatre matter in the lives of more people, The Old Globe—a not-for-profit theatre—relies on the support of our community. We thank our Circle Patrons and Friends of The Old Globe members for these generous annual fund gifts that help us deliver great theatre and life-changing arts engagement programs.

**Artistic Angels** ($200,000 and higher annually)

Terry Atkinson and Kathy Taylor • California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation • The City of San Diego Commission for Arts and Culture • Darlene Marcus Shaley, in memory of Donald Shaley • The Shubert Foundation • The Estate of Jeffrey E. White • Anonymous

**Benefactors** ($100,000 to $199,999)

Diane and John Benol • Elaine and David F. Darwin • Pamela Farr and Burford Alexander • In memory of Annette and Dick Ford

**Ovation Circle** ($60,000 to $99,999)

Nikki and Ben Clay • California Arts Council, A State Agency • The Joseph Cohen and Dee Anne and Michael Canepa • The Belenzon Family • Daphne H. and Michael Bartell • The Estate of Virginia L. Higgins-Hawkins • The Estate of Alexa Hirsch • David Hitz • Thao and Jeff Hughes • David M. and Beth Shushan

**Producer Circle** ($30,000 to $59,999)

Jules and Michelle Arthur • The Belenson Family in memory of Irwin and Ruth Belenson • The Bronfman Family • Dee Anne and Michael Canepa • Ric and Eleanor Charlton • Eilise and Michael Cott • Peter Cooper and Erik Matukwoski

**Artist Circle** ($25,000 to $29,999)

The Sheri and Les Biler Foundation • California Bank & Trust • California’s Office of the Small Business Advocate • City National Bank • The Blanche and Irving Laurie Foundation • Happy Family Non-Profit Foundation • The San Diego Foundation • Gail and Doug Hutchens Foundation • For the Arts • Patrons of the Prado • Irvine and Maryanne Pfister • Tom and Lisa Pierce

**Director Circle** ($10,000 to $24,995)

Maggie Acosta and Larry Shushan • Alicia and Jonathan Atunna • Jan and Rich Baldwin • Bank of America • Melissa Garfield Bartell and Michael Bartell • Joan and Jeremy Berg • The Bjorg Family • The Brower Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • George and Karen Buell • Alice and YT Chen, The Chen Foundation • Dale Connelly and Donna Van Ekeren • Carlo and Nadine Daleo

**Founder Circle** ($5,000 to $9,999)

Lisa and Steve Altman • Karen and Jim Austin • David A. and Jill Wren Badger • Toni and Deren Bear • Marian Benasso • Gary and Barbara Blake • Robert Blanton and Ann Clark • Dr. Herman and Irene Boschken • Bea and Bill Briggs • Robert and Pamela Brouns • Julia R. Brown • Glenn and John Bubel • Christian and Bridget Buckley • Dr. Stephanie Bulger • Robert Caplan and Carol Randolph • Keoni and Lovetta Casal • G. Willard and JoAnn Chase • Vivek Colarusso • Cliff and Carolyn Colwell • Douglas Druley and Jude Sedlerr • Chuck and Odette Ebersole • Edward Jones Financial Advisor, David S. Tam • Enberg Charitable Foundation • Arlene Eske • Michael and Rocio Flynn • William and Eva Fox Foundation (administered by Theatre Communications Group) • Bill and Judy Garrett • Terri Gattas • Lari Sheehan • Nancy and Alan Spector and Family • The Estate of Virginia L. Higgins-Hawkins • The Estate of Vince Hoxon • The Estate of Betty Hamlin • Norm Hapke and Valerie Jacobs Hapke • Kit Herrin • The Estate of Virginia L. Higgins-Hawkins • The Estate of Alexia Hirs • David Hitz • Thao and Jeff Hughes • David K. Jordan • Kerr Family Foundation • Webster B. and Helen Wrin, in memory of John Wrin • Caroline and Nicolas Nierenberg • Polly and Greg Noel

**PERFORMANCES**

Lisa and Steve Altman • Karen and Jim Austin • David A. and Jill Wren Badger • Toni and Deren Bear • Marian Benasso • Gary and Barbara Blake • Robert Blanton and Ann Clark • Dr. Herman and Irene Boschken • Bea and Bill Briggs • Robert and Pamela Brouns • Julia R. Brown • Glenn and John Bubel • Christian and Bridget Buckley • Dr. Stephanie Bulger • Robert Caplan and Carol Randolph • Keoni and Lovetta Casal • G. Willard and JoAnn Chase • Vivek Colarusso • Cliff and Carolyn Colwell • Douglas Druley and Jude Sedlerr • Chuck and Odette Ebersole • Edward Jones Financial Advisor, David S. Tam • Enberg Charitable Foundation • Arlene Eske • Michael and Rocio Flynn • William and Eva Fox Foundation (administered by Theatre Communications Group) • Bill and Judy Garrett • Terri Gattas • Lari Sheehan • Nancy and Alan Spector and Family • The Estate of Virginia L. Higgins-Hawkins • The Estate of Alexia Hirs • David Hitz • Thao and Jeff Hughes • David K. Jordan • Kerr Family Foundation • Webster B. and Helen Wrin, in memory of John Wrin • Caroline and Nicolas Nierenberg • Polly and Greg Noel

**OUR THANKS**

**PERFORMANCES**

Lisa and Steve Altman • Karen and Jim Austin • David A. and Jill Wren Badger • Toni and Deren Bear • Marian Benasso • Gary and Barbara Blake • Robert Blanton and Ann Clark • Dr. Herman and Irene Boschken • Bea and Bill Briggs • Robert and Pamela Brouns • Julia R. Brown • Glenn and John Bubel • Christian and Bridget Buckley • Dr. Stephanie Bulger • Robert Caplan and Carol Randolph • Keoni and Lovetta Casal • G. Willard and JoAnn Chase • Vivek Colarusso • Cliff and Carolyn Colwell • Douglas Druley and Jude Sedlerr • Chuck and Odette Ebersole • Edward Jones Financial Advisor, David S. Tam • Enberg Charitable Foundation • Arlene Eske • Michael and Rocio Flynn • William and Eva Fox Foundation (administered by Theatre Communications Group) • Bill and Judy Garrett • Terri Gattas • Lari Sheehan • Nancy and Alan Spector and Family • The Estate of Virginia L. Higgins-Hawkins • The Estate of Alexia Hirs • David Hitz • Thao and Jeff Hughes • David K. Jordan • Kerr Family Foundation • Webster B. and Helen Wrin, in memory of John Wrin • Caroline and Nicolas Nierenberg • Polly and Greg Noel

**PERFORMANCES**
Craig Noel Circle ($3,000 to $4,999)

Dr. Gabriela and Michael Antos • Bobbie Ball • Jan Bart • Jack and Sue Ellen Benson • M. Joan Bishop, in memory of Harold O. McNiel • Esp • Pat and Carol Bivens • Rebecca Blakely Brown • Richard and Eileen Brown • Anita Buquet and William Ladd • Peter and Joan Camaan • Edward and Pamela Cromartie • Geoge and Ellen Casey • Catering Solutions • Doris and Wayne Christopher • Jan and Tom Ciuraffa • Richard Clampil and Rachel Burst • Gary and Wendy Clark • Linda Claytor • Ms. Heidi Conlon/The Sahyan Days of Our Lives • Bryan Cowgill • Bryan Cowgill • Stephanie Davis and Carole Gonnella • Magdalena Pulham • Keith and Cameron John Raïs • Dianne and Bruce Ramseth • Catherine Rempel • Susan Reynolds and Allison Rosset • Michelle and Deborah Rider • Vivian Rezau, M.D. and Andrew Ras, M.D. • Michael Robertson and John Dale • Bing and Gino Ronolli • Steven Rosso • Lynne and Glenn Rosenau • Michael and Elia Rott • Joy Rottenstein • Mary Ann Rowse • Maude-Ann Roy • Mary and Henry Rubin • Brian Rynearson • Ronald D. Culbertson • Darlene D. Gaines • in memory of Lowell Davies • Dr. Charles Davis and Kathryn Hollenbach • Angie DeCaes • Jim and Sally Ditto • Saly Dobos and Dan Porte • Chris Duke and Harriet Kunowsky • Bert and Tom Durker • Christine and Ed Eddy • Hiltt and Barry Edelenstein • Bill Effert and Leslie Hodge • Dieter Fischer/Dieter’s Mercedes Service Inc. • Dr. Ben Ronald D. Culbertson • Las and Odon Horhun • Garly Huyser • The Jasada Foundation • John Johnson Family Foundation • Jerry and Maria Karmase • Edythe Kenton • and Sheryl King • John Kirby and Anthony Tiisa • Jane and Ray’ Klafoe • Bill and Linda Kuhl • Drs. Janice and Matt Kurin • Regina Kurz, in loving memory of Al Isenberg • James and LaJeana • Verónica and Miguel Leff • Terry and Mary Lehr • The Letat Family • Jeffrey and Hillary Liberk Foundation of the Jewish Community • Robin J. Lin • Joyce Lin • Jackie and Charlie Mann Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Dr. Ted and Maury Maier • Dennis A. McConnell • Oliver McElroy and Karen DeLauring • Dr. and Mrs. M. Joseph McGreevy • Diane McKernan and Steve Lynamad • Judy Menzel • Dean and Sue Mills • Ben Mittman • Akko Charlene Morimoto and Franklin Frank Jr. • Nancy and James Mullen • Elpeht and Margaret V. Lentz • Lyn Nelson • Mark C. Nihlak, M.D. • Joyce Newton and Erin Willis • N.W.B Imaging, LLC • Miclo Ohin and Reh Adams • Dr. Thomas M. Pasteare • L. Robert and Patricia Payne • Anita Pettman • Col* and Mrs. Ben Pollard • Dr. Julie A. Prautsch and Dr. Sara Rosenthal • Ranch & Coast Magazine • Christine Hargrove Roberts • Julie and Jay Sarko • Jackie Scholle • In memory of Axel • Richard Shapiro and Marsha Janger • Timothy J. Shields • Dr. Joseph and Gloria Shuman • Mark and Gail Slavet • Susan and Gerald Slavet • Proux • Mike and Carol Kearney • Bill and Nancy Homeyer • Donald and Kathryn Vaughs • Peggy Ann Wallace • Judith Wendorf • Dr. and Mrs. John West • The Westgate Hotel • Catherine and Frank Wexler • Karen Wilkins • Andrew D. Wood • Anna Wood • Pearl and Eyal Weizman • The Jasada Foundation • Alexx Zayre and Bob Rerman • Helene and Allan Ziman Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Anonymous (11) •

Starting in 2022, Friends of the Globe donors will be recognized for their total giving from the preceding fiscal year. 

Champion ($1,000 to $2,999)

O’Donnell • Kimberly and David Ohanian • Dana and John Ohr • Dr. David and Elisabeth Ostrander • Christopher and Susan Pantallone • John and Barbara Parikh • Sandy Parra • Sandy Paul • Priya Patel • Magdalena Pulham • Katherine and Cameron John Raïs • Dianne and Bruce Ramseth • Catherine Rempel • Susan Reynolds and Allison Rosset • Michelle and Deborah Rider • Vivian Rezau, M.D. and Andrew Ras, M.D. • Michael Robertson and John Dale • Bing and Gino Ronolli • Steven Rosso • Lynne and Glenn Rosenau • Michael and Elia Rott • Joy Rottenstein • Mary Ann Rowse • Maude-Ann Roy • Mary and Henry Rubin • Brian Rynearson • Ronald D. Culbertson • Darlene D. Gaines • in memory of Lowell Davies • Dr. Charles Davis and Kathryn Hollenbach • Angie DeCaes • Jim and Sally Ditto • Saly Dobos and Dan Porte • Chris Duke and Harriet Kunowsky • Bert and Tom Durker • Christine and Ed Eddy • Hiltt and Barry Edelenstein • Bill Effert and Leslie Hodge • Dieter Fischer/Dieter’s Mercedes Service Inc. • Dr. Ben Ronald D. Culbertson • Las and Odon Horhun • Garly Huyser • The Jasada Foundation • John Johnson Family Foundation • Jerry and Maria Karmase • Edythe Kenton • and Sheryl King • John Kirby and Anthony Tiisa • Jane and Ray’ Klafoe • Bill and Linda Kuhl • Drs. Janice and Matt Kurin • Regina Kurz, in loving memory of Al Isenberg • James and LaJeana • Verónica and Miguel Leff • Terry and Mary Lehr • The Letat Family • Jeffrey and Hillary Liberk Foundation of the Jewish Community • Robin J. Lin • Joyce Lin • Jackie and Charlie Mann Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Dr. Ted and Maury Maier • Dennis A. McConnell • Oliver McElroy and Karen DeLauring • Dr. and Mrs. M. Joseph McGreevy • Diane McKernan and Steve Lynamad • Judy Menzel • Dean and Sue Mills • Ben Mittman • Akko Charlene Morimoto and Franklin Frank Jr. • Nancy and James Mullen • Elpeht and Margaret V. Lentz • Lyn Nelson • Mark C. Nihlak, M.D. • Joyce Newton and Erin Willis • N.W.B Imaging, LLC • Miclo Ohin and Reh Adams • Dr. Thomas M. Pasteare • L. Robert and Patricia Payne • Anita Pettman • Col* and Mrs. Ben Pollard • Dr. Julie A. Prautsch and Dr. Sara Rosenthal • Ranch & Coast Magazine • Christine Hargrove Roberts • Julie and Jay Sarko • Jackie Scholle • In memory of Axel • Richard Shapiro and Marsha Janger • Timothy J. Shields • Dr. Joseph and Gloria Shuman • Mark and Gail Slavet • Susan and Gerald Slavet • Proux • Mike and Carol Kearney • Bill and Nancy Homeyer • Donald and Kathryn Vaughs • Peggy Ann Wallace • Judith Wendorf • Dr. and Mrs. John West • The Westgate Hotel • Catherine and Frank Wexler • Karen Wilkins • Andrew D. Wood • Anna Wood • Pearl and Eyal Weizman • The Jasada Foundation • Alexx Zayre and Bob Rerman • Helene and Allan Ziman Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Anonymous (11) •

Champion ($1,000 to $2,999)
OUR THANKS

Charlene Abrahamson • Hon. Louise De Carl Adler • Karin Albright • Barbara Alderson • Gene and Pat Altair • Jeff and Carmen Albright • Mr. and Mrs. Richard Allison • Ron and Ann Albertson • Suneet Anand • Melvienne Anderson • Philip Anderson and Veronica Valdes Anderson • Ted Anderson • Julie Aime • Mr. Alexander S. Ahern • Frank Armitage • J.M. Ascher, Ph.D. • Assaf Family Fund • Lynn and Bonnie Aarons • Keena Edyn Baker • Judy Banks and David and Judy Banks • Philip and Connie Barham • Greg and Radia Bartholomew • Cheri Belrose • Hon. Anna Benencivengo • BenMichel Family Fund of the Jewish Community Foundation • Drs. John and Karen Berger • Jo A. Berman • Kevin Bertrand • Berumen Family • Ellen Berhehs • Julie and Frances Best • Alex Bierman • Jerry S. Binder, M.D. • Charlotte Bied • Kimberly Blake and Donna Kogia • Wickliffe and John Blaik • Lisa Blum • Gordon Boerner • Kay Faulkner Beger, Ed.D. • Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bolton • Arthur Boothroyd and Carol Mackerson • Ahba Bosworth • Mary Catherine Bowell • Bill Bowden • James and Donna Bowerson • Denise Bowman • Mary Jo Bowman • Helen M. Boyden • Carolyn Bragg • Carol Wilson and Robert Brandt • Dr. Edw. Laurence Bratton • Bob and Maxine Brandes • Galbraith • Pamela Braddock • Julie Rehehder • Mary Breuer • LaVonne and Blaine Briggs • Arthur Brisolara • Hilary Finkleson and George Brown • Marilyn Creeson Brown • Patricia Brown • Terri Bryson • Mary Busche • Stephen and Lisa Burch • Clint and Susie Burdett • Ron Burner • Susan Busbauml • Renner Family • Diane and David Caceda • Edmund and Gale Capparella • Michael Carlin and Sharon Frasier • Monique Caron and Janis Jarquin • LaVonne and Paul Cashman • Alexandra Cassatt • the Caustie Family • Luc Castelbony • Jerry and Katie Cawthorne • Kathie and George Cebul • Jill and Dr. Hank Chamberlain • Gregory P. Charlebois • Young Chou • Russ and Kathy Christiansen • Elizabeth Clark • Michael and Alexandra Cleveland • Teresa Cooper • James Coyne and Melanie Piconi • Edward Croft and Erica Alarcon • Kathleen Cudahy • Tiffany Cuddell • Ellie Cunningham • Nancy Cunningham • Richard and Lynn Cusack • Kelsey Dittke • Karen A. Daniels • Edward and Catherine de los Rios • Dwan and Cathy Deetz • Tennye Denton • Gautam Dey • Philip H. and Ruth W. Dickinson Family Fund at the San Diego Foundation • Charles and Pat Dittrick • Michael and Colleen Doering • Mary Donnelly • Walter V. Dunen • Kristi Douglass • Magdal暨 Den • Andrei Drinick • Susan Dube • David Dufek and Annette Goff Dufek • Carol L. Dunbar • Dr. and Mrs. Jonathan Dunn • Dennis Ederling • Torre Enneking • Julia Farah • Bill and Mary Farrell • Clark and Patricia Fernon • Dr. Susan Ferris • Dale Fisher • Paula Fitzgerald and Christopher Nielsen • Virginia Fleming • Amy and Stephen Forrest • Lydia and Jean Fox in memory of Dr. Sidney Fox • Robert and Stacey Foxworth • Linda and Reginald Frank • Caroline Frederick • Dr. Richard & Randie Friedman • Ellen Fujikawa • Anne Fuller and Michael Sakarias • Mary Fuson • Craig and Meredith Garner • Robert and Angela Gascho • Caroline Geis • Stacy Grimwood • Ruth Gilbert • Jean Gingard • Frank Glidd登 • Marie Glass • Don and Dale Goldman • Cathy Gonzales • Janet Gorrie • Jeff Goyette • Jason Grady • William Green • Lydia Greiner • Gary and Anne Grim • David A. Gueris in memory of Richard A. Lieff • Ariela Gugnenheim • Tom Guthrie and Greg Tompkins • P.K. Hagana • Wayne and Mary Hager • Carol and Carole Hall • Thomas Hall • Steve Hamilton • Jim and Julie Hardesty • Carolyn Harris • Debra Harris • James and Ruth Harris • John and Jill Hastings • Alan and Pam Hayes • Gary and Sharon Hayes • Rachel Heald • Susan and Joe Healy • Mary Jane Henderson • Marilyn and Daniel Herlede • Catherine Hileman • Estate of Judith and Mendel Hileman • Lise Hoffer Moss • Eric and Elizabeth Hofmeister • Michael and Jill Holmes • Victoria and George Hood • Mark House • Gordon Horror • Sunshine Horton • Al • Horvath and Claudia Baranowski • Rob Howe • Sandra K. Piclcool • Forest and Betty Hudson • Jason Hums • Ron and Kim Hunt • Gayle Hurd • Summer Iverson • Earl J. Jackson • Randy and Carmel Jacob • And Kim Jacobs • Nora Taylor Jaffe • Ed and Linda Janon • Timothy and Barbara Jenkins • Andrew and Edith Jirak • Dr. and Mrs. Clyde W. Jones • Sara Jorissen • Natasha Josefowtiz • Dr. D. Jaimin Kaseler • John and Marlinele Kalina • Gilbert and Mary Lou Kammered • Alexa and Matthew Kaplan • Trina Kaplan • The Kath Family • Amy and Grey Katona • Edward and Jeri Keiller • Julia Keley • Doug Kempf • Dennis Kreisch • Terri Kolshe • Beth Korn • Vlasis Kouri • Christel Krause • Dee Niki Kruotup • Mr. and Mrs. Robert Kucinski • Lula Kulthawi • Andrea Ladmay • Steve Lang • and Ginny Le Salada • Marc Lawrence • Claude and Jean Le Tien • Kimberly Learry • Carlos and Linda LeGerrette • Susan E. Lerner • Mindy Letourneau • Beth Levine and Henry Abraham • Isa Levine • Natasha Levitt • Doug and Stephanie Lewand • Susan Lewis • Zita Liebermenges • Jing Lin • Gary Link • The Leib Family • Lisa Low • Michelle Longtine • Mark C. Lorenzo • Claudia Lowenstein • Dani Luster and Mark Schmitt • Janet and Jim Maddox • Johnny Ma • Jeanne Maltese • Deborah and Fred Mandabach • Russell Mansleger • Patricia Manning • The Marin Family • Jeff Markel • Zin and Gene Marsh • Harold and Beverly Martin • Martin and Joanne Marquart • Jessica Manawaki • Dr. McCall and William Cross • Christiann and Melissa McChesney • Harry and Party McDaid • Ann McDonnell • counters McKendric • Christopher McPherson • Dr. Stephen Wright and Ms. Shawn McFarlane • Paula and Douglas McGaith • Carmen McGinty • Mike and Rosalyn McKenny • Melanie McVay • Abrey Mears • Joseph J. Mayer • Laura Middlebrook • Andrea Migdal • Michael and TeriMey • Craig and Betsey Monell • Bernice and Carolyn Morsel • Rafael and Debra Munoz • Carlos Muñoz • Margaret E. Murphy • Jerome Nadler • Jan and Mark Newman • Robert and Alice Niderost • Randy and Susan Nielsen • James and Karen Novak • Julie Nymann • Chris and Mike O'Donnell • Virginia Oliver • Margaret Oman • Reuben Orona and Claire Cazes • Barette R. Ortiz • Barbara Oswalt • Beth Ottia • Darlene Papano • Sally Parker • Gabriela Parrada • Virginia Patch • Tim and Leslie Paul • Amy and Dave Pavlick • Denise and Nan Pfenwill • Fredrick and Michael Perrot • David and James Penavento • Frank Petersen • Kathlene Pinion • Victoria and David Vetter • Tom and Melissa Pflieger • Christopher Porter • Mr. and Mrs. Jeffrey Poumer • Barbara J. Polin • Alex and Eileen Poul • Stephen Pultz and Kelly Jenkins-Pultz • Fred and Linda Radecki • Vicky Rayett • Sharita Redding • John Reff and Barbara Pollack • June Rider • Arthur and Mary Robertson • Dr. and Mrs. Richard Robertson • Jodyne Roseman • Stuart Rosenasen • David Rubin • Dr. Steven and Lisa Ruderman • Scott and Kimberly Russel • Jeffrey and Suzanne Russel • Mr. and Mrs. Todd Ruth • George and Karen Sach • Mark Sadoff • Donna Valerie • Eillan Schafer • Richard Schneidew • Myron and Doreen Schonbrun • John Settman and Joan O'Sullivan • Tom Selgas and Jocelyne Marshall • Alyssa Slepansw and Steve Goldstein • Eva Shore • Richard and Eleanor Shorter • Allen and Julie Shumate • Lance Smith • Karith Adams and Myke Smith • Abby Snyder • Paul and Margaret Sperckman • Ann Spira • Dr. and Mrs. Bradley Spitz • John Paul Spring • Cherly Stanwoods • David Steinhad • Hilton and De Stemverkad • Marika Kern and James Stern • Shauana Stole • David and Hannah Stein • Mary Lou Strom • David and Janet Stormoen • Robert H. Street • Leslie H. Stupp • James Sutorius • Nancy Swanson • Mrs. J.B. (Cruz) Swedelius • Diane Saloon-Skone • Darlene and Ernest Tamayou • Brian and Janet Taylor • Judith Thomas • Ed Thomasos • Bill Tobin • Bill and Cindy Trepianard • Laurel Trujillo and Dennis MacDonald • Todd and Susan Turner • Melissa Underkofer • Edward Underwood • Melissa Usher • Lori Van Orden • Mary Vhin • Maj. and Mrs. J.P. Wallace • Nancy Ward • Jeanine Watkinson • Theodore Weathers and Terry McIachers • Rosanne and Dean Weissman • Kevin and Robin Werner • Margaret West • Charles White • Leslie Wiegen • Rachelle Wilkinson • Pamela Willis and Warren Shafer • Don Wilson • Carey Wonston • John* and Lenora Wirt • Craig and Barbara Wolf • William F. and Norah D. Wolfe • Karyn Womach • Clarence R Woodcock • Kathy Woodworth and Allison Woodworth • Rich Words and Amy Hitchcock • Jon Wrenschi • Bennett Wright • Sabrina Wright • Lynn Yah • James and Sury Yates • Cathy Young and Mary O'Tousa • Maria L. Zadorov • Will Miller and Amy A Zielger • Ellen and Jack Zyroz • Anonymous ($316)

FORWARD

To learn more about becoming a donor or to make a match today, scan here.

In memom

♥ Global Sustainers: donors who have pledged multiyear gifts

A Supporters: donors who supported the Making Theatre Matter Campaign

This list is current as of April 7, 2022. We regret any omissions or errors. Please contact Janet Myott at jmyott@TheOldGlobe.org to make a correction to this list.